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The Accomplishment of  
Fast Growth Markets   
interestingly, several elements coincided in this edition 
of the internationalist, and all involve accomplishments 
in china, india and Peru.  Perhaps not a common 
grouping of markets; however, we find ourselves 
celebrating people and ideas from these three countries.
 
since 2003, The Internationalist has been honoring 
those industry pioneers who further the role of 
multinational marketing as internationalists of the 
Year, innovators, trendsetters, the 100, the latin 
American 100, the next 50, the European 50, the 
Asia 50, and now THE CHINA 50 represents the 

global importance of this country to marketing.  to acknowledge 
today’s international talent and inspire others to recognize china’s marketing significance, its increasing 

complexity, and its unique set of media solutions, The Internationalist is honoring 50 marketing leaders in 
china who are setting new standards for their own sprawling market and for the world. 
 
china is on the mind of every marketing executive today.  it has been the world’s 3rd largest ad market 
since 2007; prior to 1980, the ad industry in china did not exist.  now china’s statistics are overwhelming:
 

•  More than 10% growth in media ad spending every year
•  Middle class households to top 400 million by 2015
•   the #1 country for internet usage, now representing more than 22% of total online users 

worldwide
•  the world leader in the number of mobile phones in use at 1.3 billion.

Plus, our two grand Prix Winners in The Internationalist Awards for Innovation in Media also come from the 
Emerging World—one for a leading multinational’s efforts in india and another for the extraordinary work 
for little-known university in Peru:

Johnson & Johnson’s Stayfree “Women for Change” submitted by OMD India showed how the brand 
with unicEf encouraged privileged women across india to improve the health and hygiene of 
underprivileged adolescent girls through a “support a woman” initiative. Aired exclusively on 
Youtube, stayfree created a 3-minute anthem to evoke strong reactions about the plight of a girl’s 
journey from childhood to adolescence, which resulted in nearly 1 million girls receiving aid from 
their more fortunate sisters.

UTEC, the University of Technology & Engineering’s “First-ever Water Billboard” submitted by BPN 

Media Connection and MayoDraftFCB Peru encouraged enrollment by demonstrating that 
innovative engineers can find real solutions to real problems. in bujama, a small town in southern 
Peru that receives almost no rainfall, a billboard was created to convert humidity to drinking water. 
not only did the billboard help provide much-needed water to hundreds of families, it awoke young 

minds in Peru who wanted to change the world through engineering.

 Deb Malone
Founder
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Optimism Replaces Cost Cutting as  
Global Executive Attitudes Shift
 

the doremus/financial times Annual survey finds that global Executives 
are optimistic after a two-year hiatus.  in fact, “cutting costs” is no longer 
cited as the top corporate goal.

since 2003, doremus, the business communications specialist, and the 
financial times have partnered to survey senior level, global executives 
around the world regarding the business environment. the annual survey is 
called “decision dynamics.”
for the first time in two years, there has been an uptick in levels of optimism.

When asked, “in the next six months, what changes do you expect in…
global economic conditions, your local economic conditions, your industry’s 
economic conditions, your company’s results?” more respondents expect 
improvement this year than in 2011 across all four categories.

Optimism Replaces Cost Cutting as Global Executive Attitudes Shift 
 
 
The Doremus/Financial Times Annual Survey finds that Global Executives are optimistic after a 
two-year hiatus.  In fact, “cutting costs” is no longer cited as the top corporate goal. 
 
Since 2003, Doremus, the business communications specialist, and the Financial Times have 
partnered to survey senior level, global executives around the world regarding the business 
environment. The annual survey is called “Decision Dynamics.” 

For the first time in two years, there has been an uptick in levels of optimism. 

When asked, “In the next six months, what changes do you expect in…global economic 
conditions, your local economic conditions, your industry’s economic conditions, your 
company’s results?” more respondents expect improvement this year than in 2011 across all 
four categories. 

 

 

Optimism Varies by Geography 

But outlook differs by geography with North Americans the most optimistic overall, particularly 
about economic conditions locally and within their own industries. On the other hand, 
Europeans were the most pessimistic, particularly regarding local economic conditions.  
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About Decision Dynamics – since 2003, 

doremus and the financial times have 

partnered to learn what senior-level 

executives around the world, from a mix 

of industries and company sizes, think 

about their own local and the global 

economies, to ascertain their media 

consumption preferences, and to study 

their use of technology in their personal 

as well as their professional lives. the 

current survey was conducted online 

in late 2012 with over 400 senior- level 

executives from a mix of industries and 

company sizes. 

Optimism Varies by Geography
but outlook differs by geography with north Americans the most optimistic 
overall, particularly about economic conditions locally and within their 
own industries. On the other hand, Europeans were the most pessimistic, 
particularly regarding local economic conditions. 

“...it’s a sign 
that these global 
executives are in, or 
optimistically want, 
growth mode.”

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t6
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Doremus/FT Decision Dynamics 2 
 

 Global Local Industry Company 
 Improve Decline Improve Decline Improve Decline Improve Decline 
North 
America 42% 27% 57% 23% 47% 14% 55% 17% 
Europe 39% 27% 27% 40% 35% 32% 52% 17% 
Asia 51% 28% 43% 34% 34% 28% 43% 15% 
         
 

Top goal: Improve market share/competitive position 

For the first time in nine years, the top goal for senior level global executives is: “Improving 
market share/competitive position.” This is a significant shift, placing “Cutting costs” in the 
second spot. Coming in third was “Developing/marketing new products/services.” 

 

Overall, which 2-3 of the following are the most important goals/priorities for your organization this year? 

 

Hope Picker, Doremus’ Director of Strategic Research, noted that, “Although levels of 
optimism are not at the high levels they enjoyed in 2010, the responses we received from 
global executives were very encouraging on many levels. When ‘improving market 
share/competitive position’ becomes the top goal after nine years of looking to cut costs, it’s a 
sign that these global executives are in, or optimistically want, growth mode.” 
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Managing overseas political/economic risks

Managing corporate reputation

Integrating technology

Increasing innovation

Finding and keeping talent

Expanding into new markets
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Developing/marketing new products/services

Cutting costs/improving efficiency/productivity

Improving market share/competitive position
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Top goal: Improve market share/competitive position
for the first time in nine years, the top goal for senior level global executives is: 
“improving market share/competitive position.” this is a significant shift, placing 
“cutting costs” in the second spot. coming in third was “developing/marketing new 
products/services.”

Hope Picker, doremus’ director of strategic research, 
noted that, “Although levels of optimism are not at the 
high levels they enjoyed in 2010, the responses we 
received from global executives were very encouraging on 
many levels. When ‘improving market share/competitive 
position’ becomes the top goal after nine years of looking 
to cut costs, it’s a sign that these global executives are in, 
or optimistically want, growth mode.”

daniel rothman, director of customer & Market 
insights for the financial times said, “determining the 
right actions to improve market share is a daunting task 
for most companies, considering the complex factors 
involved. the universal acceptance of social media, 
combined with influence of the press, has intensified the 
need for organizations to take a more active role towards 
improving their image among key brand influencers.”

77www .internationalistmagazine .com
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TOp 100 BRAndpOwER RAnkinGS:

2013 will be the  
Year of Commitment to Growth
 According to Jim gregory, founder and cEO of corebrand, 

“there is no doubt that 2012 was a challenging year for 
corporations, brands and their stakeholders.” However he 
believes that 2013 will be the Year of commitment to growth.
 
He continues, “corporations and brands that were overly 
cautious, or even downright dormant in 2012, will require 
some much needed attention to regain brand momentum. 
furthermore, the impending fiscal cliff, new taxation policies 
and the ongoing roller coaster economy throughout the u.s. and 
Europe will certainly have a significant impact on branding in 
2013.”
 
corebrand is an independent brand consultancy that specializes 
in brand research, strategy, identity and management for global 
companies of all sizes and in all sectors.  they also link brand 
identity to financial performance through data and analysis. this 
week, the company announced its 2013 branding trends Outlook 
based on proprietary insights to predict key areas of focus in 2013.
 
Jim gregory sees three top trends from the 2012 top 100 
brandPower rankings:

Jim Gregory,  
Founder and CEO of CoreBrand

 •  Frugality is the new normal. doing 
more with less will continue to 
reign supreme over marketing 
budgets as brands maintain a 
“wait and see” attitude given 
unsettled economy in both the us 
and Europe. brands will lean on 
strategic partners to do more with 
less and elevate brand performance 
with fewer resources. strategies 
will be supported that will give 
corporations and brands the 
highest return on their investment, 
and branding partners will need to 
prove rOi in advance.

 •  Keep me in the know. consumers 
expect brands to keep them 
well informed, especially when 
circumstances have a direct impact 
on them. the more “in the know” 
consumers feel about the brand, 
the more they will trust the brand. 
the more trusted the brand, the 
more leverage it will have with 
consumers. the more leverage the 
brand has with its consumers, the 
higher the brand value. consumers 
simply will not accept excuses for 
not being kept informed, especially 
given the multitude of ways in 

About The CoreBrand Top 100 
BrandPower Rankings:
 For over 20 years CoreBrand has 
continuously conducted a benchmark 
tracking survey and maintained 
corporate media and financial data 
for 1,000 publicly-traded companies 
across 54 industries in a Corporate 
Branding Index ® (CBI). CoreBrand 
researches brand Familiarity and 
Favorability and then combine them 
to develop a single indicator of brand 
strength for each tracked company 
called BrandPower.
 
The Top 100 BrandPower Rankings 
highlights and showcases the very 
best and strongest corporate brands. 
The companies on this list benefit 
from both high awareness (Familiarity) 
and positive brand perceptions 
(Favorability).
In fact, these 100 top companies must 
be:
•  A corporate brand (not a product or 
divisional brand)

•  Publicly traded for 5+ years
•  Tracked by CoreBrand for 5+ years

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t8
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which brands can communicate 
with their consumers. 

 
 •  A clear mobile connection. the 

role of mobile marketing will 
increase momentum and will be 
an instrumental vehicle for brands 
connecting with consumers. 
Whether used to find out more 
information about a brand, search 
the latest stock performance, find 
the closest retail location, compare 
prices between retailers or obtain 
real time consumer feedback, 
brands will soon learn that mobile 
marketing is becoming a vital 
part of staying in front of the 
competition.

 

corebrand also offers a number of 
2013 predictions by industry.
 
the auto, technology, 
telecommunications and healthcare 
industries will experience growth 
in 2013. given that these industries 
are comprised of  consumer-facing 
brands, the most successful will be 
those brands that continue to find 
ways to differentiate themselves, 
especially on how they connect with 
consumers and prove their overall 
value — design, performance, 
service, price and overall added value 
to improving quality of life.
 
the finance, utilities, energy and 
consumer staples industries will 
continue to struggle throughout 
2013. the finance, utilities 

and energy industries will be 
faced with continued negative 
press surrounding issues of 
mismanagement, poor service, high 
prices and a lack of consumer trust, 
all of which will lead to the need to 
improve brand reputation. Every 
day, consumer staples will struggle 
with balancing the increased cost of 
goods sold with what consumers are 
actually willing to spend.
 
the only possible exception could 
be the luxury tier within a range 
of industries where consumers 
may feel the need to reward 
themselves, especially coming off 
of a challenging 2012. this would 
positively impact cars, fashion, 
health & beauty, travel & leisure, 
dining and entertainment. 

2012 Brandpower Top 100
list criteria
the brands listed on the corebrand top 100 brandPower rankings must meet several criteria to be considered for the 
rankings. they must be a corporate brand (not a product or divisional brand), publicly traded for 5+ years and tracked by 
corebrand for 5+ years.

Company	 2012	 2011	 1	year	 2007	 5	year	 Industry
	 rank	 rank	 varIatIon	 rank	 varIatIon
coca-cola 1 1 0 1 0 beverages
Hershey 2 2 0 3 1 food
Harley-davidson 3 3 0 4 1 Hotel & Entertainment
bayer 4 7 3 23 19 chemicals
Kellogg 5 5 0 13 8 food
Johnson & Johnson 6 6 0 2 –4 Medical supplies & services
campbell soup 7 4 –3 5 –2 food
Pepsico 8 10 2 10 2 beverages
Walt disney 9 13 4 24 15 Hotel & Entertainment
American Express 10 11 1 11 1 diversified financial
uPs 11 8 –3 6 –5 transportation
Wal-Mart 12 14 2 27 15 retailers

9www .internationalistmagazine .com
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Company	 2012	 2011	 1	year	 2007	 5	year	 Industry
	 rank	 rank	 varIatIon	 rank	 varIatIon
colgate-Palmolive 13 9 –4 8 –5 toiletries, Household Products
Mcdonald’s 14 16 2 44 30 restaurants
fedEx 15 12 –3 7 –8 transportation
Apple 16 29 13 93 77 computers & Peripherals
visa 17 19 2 31 14 diversified financial
Mastercard 18 18 0 37 19 diversified financial
bMW 19 15 –4 14 –5 Motor vehicles
Microsoft 20 24 4 45 25 computer software
general Mills 21 22 1 19 –2 food
general Electric 22 21 –1 15 –7  Electronics, Electrical  

Equipment
starbucks 23 26 3 9 –14 restaurants
volkswagen 24 23 –1 20 –4 Motor vehicles
revlon 25 20 –5 33 8 toiletries, Household Products
Honda 26 17 –9 17 –9 Motor vehicles
Estee lauder 27 25 –2 34 7 toiletries, Household Products
volvo 28 27 –1 26 –2 Motor vehicles
At&t 29 34 5 79 50 telecommunications
Avon Products 30 35 5 87 57 toiletries, Household Products
Yahoo 31 38 7 82 51 internet
sony 32 28 –4 18 –14 Electronics, Electrical
del Monte foods 33 32 –1 30 –3 food
barnes & noble 34 31 –3 28 –6 retailers
toyota 35 33 –2 12 –23 Motor vehicles
Mattel 36 36 0 32 –4 Hotel & Entertainment
lowe’s 37 30 –7 36 –1 retailers
target 38 37 –1 29 –9 retailers
nestlé 39 40 1 59 20 food
Exxon Mobil 40 46 6 53 13 Petroleum refining
Eastman Kodak 41 39 –2 63 22 scient, Photo, cntr Eq
American greetings 42 43 1 68 26 Packaging
google 43 58 15 136 93 internet
sara lee 44 49 5 69 25 food
l’Oréal 45 41 –4 51 6 toiletries, Household Products
Kraft foods 46 51 5 61 15 food
dell 47 47 0 103 56 computers & Peripherals
Home depot 48 42 –6 42 –6 retailers
gap 49 50 1 54 5 retailers
Wendy’s 50 52 2 41 –9 restaurants
Whirlpool 51 57 6 56 5 Home Appliances
nike 52 53 1 48 –4 Apparel, shoes
sunoco 53 64 11 85 32 Petroleum refining
bed bath & beyond 54 48 –6 35 –19 retailers
boeing 55 45 –10 52 –3 Aerospace
ford Motor 56 54 –2 49 –7 Motor vehicles
chevron 57 65 8 74 17 Petroleum refining
samsung 58 66 8 107 49 semiconductors

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t10
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Company	 2012	 2011	 1	year	 2007	 5	year	 Industry
	 rank	 rank	 varIatIon	 rank	 varIatIon
cbs 59 44 –15 22 –37 Hotel & Entertainment
liz claiborne 60 61 1 86 26 Apparel, shoes
Procter & gamble 61 56 –5 25 –36 toiletries, Household Products
Yamaha 62 59 –3 50 –12  Electronics, Electrical  

Equipment
sharp 63 67 4 100 37  Electronics, Electrical  

Equipment
new York times 64 62 –2 70 6 Publishing & Printing
ibM 65 55 –10 16 –49 computers & Peripherals
Polo ralph lauren 66 69 3 62 –4 Apparel, shoes
ebay 67 73 6 126 59 internet
tyson foods 68 85 17 129 61 food
Kohl’s 69 70 1 95 26 retailers
verizon 70 68 –2 67 –3 telecommunications
general Motors 71 87 16 21 –50 Motor vehicles
Walgreen 72 76 4 84 12 Pharmacy services
nissan Motor 73 63 –10 47 –26 Motor vehicles
J.c. Penney 74 75 1 92 18 retailers
la-Z-boy 75 81 6 90 15 furniture
sherwin-Williams 76 71 –5 81 5 chemicals
clorox 77 92 15 123 46 toiletries, Household Products
Allstate 78 79 1 105 27 insurance
Marriott 79 72 –7 39 –40 Hotel & Entertainment
goodyear tire & rubber 80 74 –6 72 –8 rubber & Plastics
Motorola 81 83 2 71 –10 semiconductors
charles schwab 82 77 –5 43 –39 brokerage
Hewlett-Packard 83 93 10 96 13 computers & Peripherals
Morgan stanley 84 94 10 58 –26 brokerage
bristol-Myers squibb 85 91 6 73 –12 Pharmaceuticals
duPont 86 82 –4 80 –6 chemicals
bank of America 87 96 9 108 21 commercial banks
Michelin 88 80 –8 46 –42 rubber & Plastics
Hormel foods 89 90 1 98 9 food
chiquita 90 100 10 141 51 food
Mitsubishi 91 86 –5 75 –16 Motor vehicles
nokia 92 97 5 125 33 telecommunications
nintendo 93 98 5 127 34  Electronics, Electrical  

Equipment
Mazda Motor 94 95 1 109 15 Motor vehicles
saab Ab 95 89 –6 65 –30 Aerospace
xerox 96 88 –8 38 –58 Office Equipment
J.P. Morgan chase 97 105 8 77 –20 commercial banks
rite Aid 98 102 4 119 21 Pharmacy services
tiffany & co 99 103 4 94 –5 retailers
costco Wholesale  100  115  5  140  40  retailers

11www .internationalistmagazine .com
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T  About R3

R3 is a global marketing consultancy  

focused on improving the  

effectiveness  

and eficiency of marketers  

and their agencies.   

Founded in 2002, it works with  

eight of the world’s top twenty  

global marketers.  

 

For more information,  

visit www.rthree.com, write to talia@

rthree.com or  

call +8621 6212 2310

THE CHinA 50:  
The Middle kingdom’s Top Marketers

to acknowledge today’s international talent and inspire 

others to recognize china’s marketing significance, 

its increasing complexity, and its unique set of media 

solutions, the internationalist honors 50 marketing 

leaders in china who are setting new standards for their 

own sprawling market and for the world. 

CHINA

50

IN PARTNERSHIP  WITH

the focus of The Internationalist 
is to connect the people & ideas in 
international marketing through 
content, thought leadership, 
community and collaboration. since 
2003, The Internationalist has 
been acknowledging marketers 
worldwide and honoring those 
industry pioneers who further the 
role of multinational marketing 
as Internationalists of the Year, 

Innovators, Trendsetters, The 100, The 

Latin American 100, the Next 50, 

The European 50, The Asia 50, and 
now THE CHINA 50 represents the 
global importance of the country to 
marketing. All will now comprise 
THE INTERNATIONALIST 1000 
initiative—1000 Marketers around 
the World Reshaping the Future of 
Marketing—in global partnership 

with ANA (Association of National 
Advertisers).
 
the focus of The Internationalist 
is to connect the people & ideas in 
international marketing through 
content, thought leadership, 
community and collaboration. tHE 
CHINA 50 will be chronicled in 
The Internationalist—through 
e-newsletters, websites, the print 
edition and other mobile and tablet 
versions, as well as through its 
association with AnA (Association 
of national Advertisers), the 
advertising industry’s oldest and 
largest marketer association, 
headquartered in new York.
 
these individuals represent some 
of china’s most engaging brands; 

Greg Paull,  
Principal of r3 (china)

INNOVATION

F R O N T L I N E S
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F R O N T

many are c-level executives whose 
accomplishments have been tracked 
by Marketing consultancy r3 since 
2006.  Without their devotion to 
excellence and desire to generate 
strong results, their brands would 
not have built long-term success 
in china. some of THE CHINA 
50hail from the West and work with 
global brands; others are chinese 
nationals working for some of 
china’s biggest marketers.  both 
share a passion for responsible 
brand-building r3 will also 
highlight their successes in a book 
to be launched at THE CHINA 50 
DINNER in shanghai later this year.

china is on the mind of every 
marketing executive today.  it 
has been the world’s 3rd largest 
ad market since 2007; prior to 
1980, the ad industry in china 

did not exist.  now 
china’s statistics are 
overwhelming:
 
»  More than 10% growth 

in media ad spending 
every year

»  Middle class households 
to top 400 million by 
2015

»  the #1 country for 
internet usage, now 
representing more than 22% of 
total online users worldwide

»  the world leader in the number of 
mobile phones in use at 1.3 billion.

 
communicating brand values to 
new consumers with a different 
mindset is always challenging, but 
geo-political and macro-economic 
issues can also factor in basic 
chinese marketing strategies.  

growth beyond “tier 1” cities has 
become critical, particularly as the 
government steers the country 
from an export-based economy 
to a consumption driven one.  
Marketing now plays a huge role in 
this significant shift.  And china 
is now infamous for creating its 
own solutions—as evidenced by 
the creation of their unique digital 
landscape in preference to adopting 
an existing one.

THE CHinA 50:  
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Company Name Title

ab inbev rex wong Vice President Marketing

acer Mandy Kao Marketing director

adidas simon Millar Vice President sports style Greater china

adidas Jens Meyer  Vice President Marketing, sport Performance Greater 
china

apple Yeewee Koh senior Marketing director

audi bruno Gisquet  Head of Marketing china

bank of communications anthony lau Marketing director- credit card division

bMw clyde Zhu Marketing director  

carlsberg brewery Van lai Marketing director  

citi  serene Gay country Marketing & E-business director

coach Jonathan seliger President & cEo china

coca-cola robert foye  chief Marketing, customer & commericial officer

colgate -Palmolive stephen lau  General Manager at colgate Palmolive

danone dumex frank Qu Vice President, Head of Marketing

dell Michael lu director, Marketing

diageo byron chang Marketing director

THE CHINA 50 Selection Process
The Internationalist and R3 used two sources to identify the China 50:
·  R3 AgencyScope – Interviews with 300 of the top marketers in China, which also requested recommendations for China’s strongest marketer.
·  R3 EnSpire – Consumer research that tracks Engagement among the leading 500 brands, marketing stars, and media assets in China.



L I N E S
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Company Name Title

fedEx catherine chen Managing director of Marketing

ferrero tony Zhang Marketing director

fonterra Jo Hsu Marketing director 

General Motors richard choi General director- chevrolet

GsK Jean Hsu Marketing Manager

Hershey May Zheng Marketing director

Hilton June seah  director of regional Marketing, Greater china & 
Mongolia

HP wendy liu Marketing director

Hsbc Jenny luk   sVP-brand development & Management & digital 
Marketing

ibM Gill Zhou VP Marketing, communications & citizenship

iKEa camilla Hammar Marketing director- iKEa retail china

intel david sun director of Marketing services

Johnson & Johnson  June bu Executive director at Elsker Mother & baby care

Johnson & Johnson  Helayna Minsk  VP, Marketing - Johnson & Johnson consumer china

Kimberly-clark Gary Xie   Marketing director-baby & child care

Kraft Haiyan wang chief Marketing officer china

lenovo Zhao Hong General Manager of sMb

l’oreal angie Ma  Marketing director

l’oreal belinda bao  General Manager

Mars  clarence Mak General Manager- china

Mcdonald’s christine Xu  chief Marketing officer china

Microsoft Helen du Marketing director

Moet Hennessy (diageo china) Mark Edwards Marketing director

nestle Paolo Mercado  Head of Marketing & consumer communications 
Greater china

nike simon Pestridge Marketing director- Greater china

Pepsi richard lee chief Marketing officer china

Pernod ricard Pierre berard  director of Marketing  

Pfizer seb Zhang  brand director- consumer Healthcare

Philips lawrence He Vice President & area Marketng officer- Greater china

Procter & Gamble Jorge Meszaros Vice President, Greater china Hair care

reckitt benckiser ben wilson Marketing director

remy Martin Mabel Mccormick wong Marketing director- china

rolex andrew Herne Marketing director

samsung Eric Kun Yan Marketing director

sc Johnson sophie Zhang Marketing director

starbucks Marie-Han silloway chief of Marketing- china

tag Heuer rane Xue brand director  

tiffany clair Mah director, Marketing & Public relations

unilever Joanna Hutchins director- skincare, north asia

uni-President Kevin chen General Manager of beverages business

Visa Vivian Pan Greater china Marketing director

Volkswagen Melissa bell regional Marketing director asEan

Yili li dan  GM, Marketing Head, corporate Marketing and brand 
Management 

Yum! Vincent Huang Vice President, Kfc Marketing



GLOBETROTTERS

this glObEtrOttErs column is designed to keep the  
international community connected. not only will it spotlight  
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the  
adventures we all experience by living a life of constant  
worldwide travel. if you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a  
revolution or committed an unforgettable cultural faux pas, 
everyone in our community will be curious to hear about it.  
Please do tell us, and don’t forget the photos! 

tO SuBmIt tO GLOBetrOtterS, emaIL:  deborah.malone@internationalistmagazine.com

Judy Hu BecOmeS 
cmO Of Bny meLLOn 

Judy Hu— long known for 

her innovative marketing 

contributions at gE, particularly 

transformative corporate 

programs like “imagination at 

Work” and “ecomagination”-- 

has taken on a new role as chief 

Marketing Officer of bnY Mellon, 

a global leader in investment 

services.  Judy’s extraordinary 

brand-building experience will 

continue to grow bnY Mellon as a company with a strong focus 

on helping investors succeed.

  A native of detroit, Judy served as Executive director, 

Advertising and Marketing, strategy and Operations at general 

Motor for 6 years prior to gE.  there she created a diversity 

marketing team to engage minority stakeholders in the gM 

brand while also leading advertising and sponsorship initiatives.

Her career started on the agency side with roles in detroit, new 

York and Hong Kong at both leo burnett and dMb&b, which 

was then gM’s agency.  At dMb&b new York, Judy managed 

P&g brands, while at dMb&b, Michigan she led brand strategy 

and research for ten cadillac and Pontiac car lines.  While in 

Hong Kong at leo burnett, she led the Hong Kong 

telephone, chase, Elizabeth Arden, and united 

Airlines businesses.

 Judy was also named one of our earliest 

internationalists of the Year in 2005.  (And some 

people in the industry thought that Judy had 

“retired!”)

cHrIS carmIcHaeL takeS On 
a rOLe aS medIa dIrectOr 
emea at Hp
We always keep track of our innovators, 

and Chris Carmichael was named in 2007 

while at Mindshare in london for his 

work on Kimberly clark, particularly on 

Huggies drynites Pyjama Pants.  When 

the internationalist sent follow-up questions regarding 

his Agency innovator nomination, he replied “in fMcg 

(fast Moving consumer goods), innovation is absolutely key.  

Anybody can sell a bMW, they practically sell themselves. try 

selling nappies... “

 chris was right and we never forgot him!  He left 

Mindshare after six years for the client side to take on the 

challenging role of Head of customer Marketing for nokia in 

the uK, and was responsible for a team tasked with delivering 

innovative marketing initiatives that built customer preference 

for nokia products.

 Just this April, chris had accepted a new assignment at 

the Hewlett-Packard company in their london office.  He 

is Media director for Europe, Middle East & Africa, and has 

been on a whirlwind tour of the region, and his feet have 

hardly touched the ground.  However, knowing chris’ talent 

for understanding international issues and problem-solving, it 

won’t take long for him to start innovating!

andy BuSH named InternatIOnaL 
puBLISHer Of tIme and fOrtune
time inc. veteran Andy Bush has been promoted to 

the role of time/fortune international publisher.  He 

most recently served as publisher of time/fortune 

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t16



tHe StOry Of ann marGuLIS, tHe 
annIeS and a SOcIaL mOVement…
Not only does advertising work when job 
hunting, but it can lead to fame, fortune, and 
charitable contributions…
some may remember Ann Raymond, now Ann Margulis, who 
worked at bbdO sydney, then married Les Margulis, who was the 
bbdO international Media director in new York. Ann also ran 
blue Elephant gourmet catering in new York, used by many media 
companies and ad agencies.
  both Ann and les are now living again in sydney, and she’s 
been job hunting for months. Although she has never put her age 
on her cv, she is now 60 years old, and has finally concluded 
that potential employers simply tally up her years of experience to 
conclude that she’s too old for a job.
  After more than 500 job rejections, the two media professionals 
came up with an edgy idea.  they convinced Outdoor advertising 
agency oOh!’s chief executive officer brendon cook to donate a vacant 
billboard to Ann and underscore his support of mature workers. the 
board, pictured here, is at the sydney airport—directly across from the 
domestic terminal and seen by 25,000 drivers.  Ann Margulis put her 
personal details on a billboard to shine a spotlight on her skills and 
draw attention to thousands of luckless job applicants.
   “there’s not enough value for mature-age workers,” she says. “Maturity 
brings a lot to a job. All the years of experience that we have, we’re stable, 
we’re not going to not turn up to work one day because we don’t feel like it, 
and we’re not going to turn around in a year and quit.”

  the moral of the story?
  Ann landed a job at the sydney staffing agency impEx.  
However, her story got the attention of the sunday telegraph 
who launched “the Annies” in her honor… an award for the 
mature worker of the year.  the paper has been inundated with 
nominations. readers just have to nominate workers over age 
55 who to the extra mile in performing their duties.  the winner 
will be announced on May 12 and receive a $1000 Myer gift card 
and $2000.
  Yes.  Advertising does work.

Europe.  He now oversees all sales and marketing for both time 

and fortune in all markets outside of north America.

 Andy will continue to report to time inc. group publisher, 

news and business, Jed Hartman, and will also work with time/

fortune Asia publishing director Andrew butcher.

 He joined time inc. in 1997, and has worked both new York 

and london in a variety of international management roles.

 Jed Hartman wrote in a memo to employees: “Andy is a hard-

charging sales leader with fantastic relationships and a nose for 

the big deal – which always seems to come his way. He has a great 

passion for our brands and this business, which he will now apply 

to a larger footprint.” 

medIacOm annOunceS BeyOnd 
BOrderS tO SpecIaLIze In uS 
adVertISerS wItH GLOBaL 
fOOtprIntS
executIVeS fraSer rIddeLL 
and tOBy Jenner tO aSSume 
new GLOBaL rOLeS
Mediacom Worldwide has announced a new 

practice dedicated to international advertisers based in the 

us, and in doing so, has also made two changes to its senior 

executive roster.  the new division, Mediacom beyond 

borders, will be led by Fraser Riddell, a 23-year agency veteran 

who will leave his current role as global chief business 

development Officer to become Mediacom’s 

global chief client Officer.

 Over the years, fraser has led award-

winning work for some of Mediacom’s 

largest international clients, including Procter 

& gamble, coca-cola, universal Music, 

Oracle and shell. since becoming the head 

of global new business 5 years ago, he and 

his team have delivered over $9bn in new billings. in his 

new role, fraser will focus on elevating the worldwide service 

Mediacom provide to international advertisers based in 

the united states, and will assume additional global client 

responsibilities.

 fraser’s replacement as global chief business 

development Officer will be Toby Jenner, currently cOO 

of Mediacom Asia Pacific.  toby joined the agency as 

Mediacom Australasia cEO in 2008. during his tenure, 

Mediacom became the most industry-awarded, top ranked 

agency in Australia, winning business from Yum!, iAg, 

foxtel, danone, EA and others. since taking on his current 

role in 2011, he has helped make Mediacom the fastest 

growing rEcMA-ranked network in the region: a position 

recently reinforced with the agency’s $150m fonterra win.

 toby will relocate from singapore to new York in June and 

join fraser on Mediacom’s Worldwide Executive committee. 
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M E D I A  I N N O V A T I O N

T
The internationalist Awards 
for innovation in Media

Winners Highlight the  
Emerging World, Social Causes 
and Purposeful Branding
 

PLUS: B2B Wins Big; Banking is Back; Provocative 
Approaches Used for Hard-to-Reach Audiences; 
Responsible Branding Critical.
 
Two Grand Prix winners were announced—one 
for a leading multinational’s efforts in India and 
another for the extraordinary work for little-known 
University in Peru:
 
n  Johnson & Johnson’s Stayfree “Women for Change” submitted 

by OMd india showed how the brand with unicEf encouraged 
privileged women across india to improve the health and hygiene 
of underprivileged adolescent girls through a “support a woman” 
initiative.  Aired exclusively on Youtube, stayfree created a 3-minute 
anthem to evoke strong reactions about the plight of a girl’s journey 
from childhood to adolescence, which resulted in nearly 1 million 
girls receiving aid from their more fortunate sisters.

 
n  UTEC, the University of Technology & Engineering’s “First-ever 

Water Billboard” submitted by bPn Media connection and 
Mayodraftfcb Peru encouraged enrollment by demonstrating that 
innovative engineers can find real solutions to real problems.  in 
bujama, a small town in southern Peru that receives almost no 
rainfall, a billboard was created to convert humidity to drinking 
water. not only did the billboard help provide much-needed water 
to hundreds of families, it awoke young minds in Peru who wanted 
to change the world through engineering.  Applications to utEc 
increased 28%.

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t18



denmark’s Vestas Wind Systems’ crEx program or 
corporate renewable Energy index which provides 
transparency in energy use among some of the world’s 
largest corporations, led a number of b2b wins, including 
campaigns from Emerson, gE, and Edf Energy-- all 
demonstrating levels of innovation traditionally associated 
with consumer marketing strategies.
 
Tamanna, a lebanese ngO that grants the wishes of 
critically ill children, submitted by bPn/Horizon Media 
beirut, won a special Humanitarian Award added by 
the judges for their september christmas program.  A 
number of other wins, such as starcom Mediavest 
canada’s grand for good, similarly showed how 
campaigns can a make difference for zero cost when 
marketing professionals provide pro bono solutions.

Other remarkable wins: Follow2UnFollowMe created by 
by starcom Mediavest Puerto rico for the Puerto rican 
correctional & rehabilitation department. this daring 
work helped to deter young people from following a life of 
crime as intimates tweeted about their daily lives.   

Also iButterfly by dentsu’s Media Palette in Hong 
Kong enabled the agency to be positioned as both a 
media agency and the owner of a unique media that 
revolutionizes couponing.   ibutterfly is a mobile gaming 
experience that combines gPs services, motion sensors 
and augmented reality to let users “catch” a good deal 
right out of the air in the form of butterflies on their 
smartphones.

banking and financial services made a bold come-back 
with inspiring work from citi for their 200 Years citi 
initiative, Mexico’s GNP for Our Mexico of the future, 
Bank of America’s Merrill Edge for face retirement, 
Allstate’s Equity is ________, and Mastercard’s Priceless 
new York.

Havas Media, starcom Mediavest group and OMd 
on a worldwide basis showed the greatest number of 
wins.  bPn and uM, both part of iPg Mediabrands, also 
demonstrated strong performances from around the 
globe.
 

The Internationalist Awards for 
Innovation in Media are inspiring 
case studies scored for insights, 
strategy, and results across all 
product categories and reflect 
the way companies market their 
products around the globe. Unlike 
many awards that cite the best in a 
single product or media category, 
The Awards for Innovation in 
Media enable all case study entries 
to compete equally across all 
classifications; winners are those 
with the highest point scores.
 
Innovation is essential to today’s 
effective media thinking in a 
world where messages are 
becoming instantly global. This 

year, over 200 extensive case 
studies were submitted from 37 
different locations-- representing 
all of the world’s key regions.  The 
Internationalist team, past winners 
and participants pre-qualified 
all entries. Ninety-nine entries 
made the first cut.  With further 
consideration, 57 case studies were 
shortlisted.  Each judge studies 
roughly 15 entries per session, 
so case studies are given fair 
consideration.  Several different 
judges look at each grouping.  Top 
entries from each judge go to the 
next round. 
 

Considerations include:
•  Innovative use of media
• Breakthrough communications thinking
•  Tactical elements for solving marketing 

problems through media strategy
•  Demonstrating sustained cross-cultural 

understanding of marketing issues
•  Providing solutions worthy of world class 

standards
• Results
 
Case studies must answer the following 
questions:
1.  Outline the marketing situation to which the 

campaign responded (20 points)
2.  Describe the critical insight or insights that 

became the foundation for the media strategy 
(20 points)

3.  Tell us about key media tactics employed and 
why they are innovative (20 points)

4.  Describe how this campaign solution may 
be a template for other markets or exemplify 
worldwide best practices (20 points)

5.  Discuss the success of the media campaign 
and how it was measured (20 points)
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M E D I A  I N N O V A T I O N

UTEC—University of Technology & Engineering, First-ever Water Billboard, BPN 
Media Connection and MayoDraftFCB Peru
utEc encouraged enrollment by demonstrating that innovative engineers can find real solutions to 
real problems. in bujama, a small town in southern Peru that receives almost no rainfall, a billboard 
was created to convert humidity to drinking water. not only did the billboard help provide much-needed 
water to hundreds of families; it awoke young minds in Peru who wanted to change the world through 
engineering.  Applications to utEc increased 28%.
 
 
Insight: 
Among the options for scholastic achievement, Engineering is a far less interesting career choice than 
most because if it’s numerical focus and demand on one’s time.

Execution: 
the execution consisted of finding surrounding cities in lima that are suffering from a lack of  clean 
water in highly populated traffic areas and installing multiple first ever water billboards. 

despite the harsh weather conditions of .05% precipitation, the air contained 98% atmospheric 
humidity; the panel then trapped moisture from the air and converted it into drinking water for 
hundreds of families per month.

the campaign was posted on water generating billboards to demonstrate that engineering is not an 
unexciting career choice; on the contrary, it helps power innovative technologies that can change a 
society’s way of life.

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t20
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Johnson & Johnson’s Stayfree, Women for Change, OMD India
stayfree with unicEf encouraged privileged women across india to improve the health and hygiene of underprivileged 
adolescent girls through a “support a woman” initiative.  Aired exclusively on Youtube, stayfree created a 3-minute 
anthem to evoke strong reactions about the plight of a girl’s journey from childhood to adolescence, which resulted in 
nearly 1 million girls receiving aid from their more fortunate sisters.

•  Only 12% of menstruating women in india use sanitary 
napkins.

•  1 in 3 girls in india drop out of school due to lack of 
hygienic amenities.

•  1 in 2 girls in india are anaemic due to lack of nutrition.

sadly, there is both a lack of education and hygienic 
amenities available to india’s underprivileged.  More than 
300 million women and girls in india use unsanitary 
material such as old cloth, husks, and dried leaves, which 
makes them susceptible to infections and diseases. they 
also have to deal with societal discrimination for 5 days 
where they lead a secluded life and are not even served 
proper food. thus the onset of menstruation signals the 
beginning of a restricted, unhealthy life for many women 
in india.
 

stayfree envisaged a way to help the underprivileged rise 
above these social and physical restrictions through an 
“it’s time to change” brand proposition.  they enabled 
privileged women to “support a woman” with a donation 
of inr 575 (approx. 10 usd) to provide the following to a 
beneficiary girl or woman:
•   two Medical check-ups as well as counseling by a 

registered health care professional, in a span of six 
months

•  two hemoglobin estimation tests 
•   A 3 month course of iron–folic acid and calcium tablets
•  for every woman supported, stayfree provided 

6 months’ free supply of sanitary napkins to the 
beneficiary.
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BEST B2B
Vestas Wind Systems, Denmark,  
CREX-Corporate Renewable Energy Index
Much of the demand for renewable technologies 
has been driven by specific energy policies. but 
there is also a growing awareness of the benefits of 
generating and using clean energy over and above 
the incentives provided by governments, especially 
among corporate energy users.
 
the crEx program or corporate renewable 
Energy index is the largest mapping to date of 
global corporations’ renewable energy procurement 
in collaboration with bloomberg.  the aim of 
the crEx is to identify the quantity and the 
sources of renewable energy used by companies 
around the world, based on a detailed survey. this 
provides much-needed transparency for a range of 
stakeholders, in the following manner:
•  corporations need to know the renewable energy 

options available to them and to compare their 
performance to that of their peers and the industry 
leaders.

•  utilities and renewable energy developers seek 
to understand the priorities and decision-making 
processes of companies when buying renewable 
energy.

•  consumers want simple information to make 
decisions about the energy content of products and 
services they buy.

•  investors require improved information on corpo-
rate energy consumption patterns so they can 
better judge risk in companies’ energy supplies 
and relative resource efficiency.

•  ngOs are keen to assess the energy and 
environmental performance of companies in order 
successfully to effect change and influence public 
policy.

•  Policy-makers and need better information 
on corporate energy use to better understand 
how their decisions impact corporate energy 
procurement decisions.

 
the crEx report is one initiative to create this 
transparency to the benefit of companies and 
consumers alike. vestas and bloomberg believe 
that transparency is a prerequisite for better 
decision-making by consumers, companies and 
policy-makers.  crEx is one of the most incredible, 
powerful marketing and branding concepts 
developed in the energy business for many years 
and it has already received support from close to 
400 top brands in the world.
 

HUMANITARIAN  
AWARD 
Tamanna, September 
Christmas, BPN MENA. 
Horizon Media
carmen, an 8 year old undergoing 
chemotherapy for leukemia, 
wished for an iPad at christmas. it 
wasn’t clear, though, if her illness 
would enable her to wait until 
december.

tamanna, a lebanese ngO, grants 
the wishes of critically ill children, and it needed to raise more 
donations in the hope of granting more wishes. so, tamanna 
changed the date of christmas. On september 8th, 2012, 
carmen’s parents took her out for ice-cream in downtown beirut. 
suddenly, christmas carols began to play and beirut souks began 
transforming into a Winter Wonderland. santa claus was lowered 
from a helicopter right in front of carmen with an iPad in his sack.
the entire experience was recorded and shared with the local 
media to remind all that the gift of giving is needed in times 
that aren’t the holidays. september christmas created such a 
tremendous impact that the story spread worldwide across all 
media channels and moved lebanon to a giving mindset.

After september christmas, tamanna was able to fulfill 26 wishes 
in one month vs. the previous average of 12. the entire campaign 
cost $0 since all professionals involved worked pro bono and 
achieved the equivalent of $100,000,000 in media space.  Most 
importantly, carmen is still undergoing treatment and getting 
healthier day by day. 

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t22
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Bank of America, Merrill Edge, Face Retirement, Starcom 
MediaVest Group US
Merrill Edge, a new entry in the online brokerage segment, had 
aided awareness that was considerably lower than the leading 
brand in a category that requires substantial knowledge and 
involvement from its customers. to gain a larger foothold, Merrill 
Edge needed to bring in new customers to create a lasting 
relationship. Of their new target – mass affluent people – 52% 
did not realize that they would not be able to save enough to 
maintain their current lifestyle in retirement. Why?  for younger 
people, the person they will become in 30 years is still a stranger 

to them; they can’t identify with that person yet. so Merrill Edge gave the target a 
glimpse of that unfamiliar future.

 
Online, consumers put in their personal information (age, gender) and took a picture using a webcam. the site’s app 
not only generated what the person would look like in 30 years, but also how much money they will need to live in the 
future. the novelty of the app enticed sharing across social networks with participants showing their friends what they 
will look like and how Merrill Edge can help them face retirement. More than 430,000 consumers visited the tool. 
brand awareness rose 11.2 percentage points and organic search increased 156%.

Allstate, Equality is ________, Starcom MediaVest Group US
research showed that lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered people feel unsupported by big business, 
especially the insurance industry. despite communicating with the lgbt consumer for years, Allstate 
needed to do something powerful and personal to disarm the target. during the historic progress made 
over the past few years to advance lgbt rights in the us, it was still a hesitant, uncertain process.
 
Allstate wanted to give consumers a platform to express their 
feelings by letting people share their stories to give others 
the courage to keep fighting for their rights. Allstate set up 
shop at pride festivals across california with a red carpet 
and velvet ropes that led to a paparazzi wall. Here, a large 
banner reading “Equality is _____” invited lgbt people and 
their friends to fill in the blank with their written message 
of equality. People excitedly lined up to have themselves and 
their definitions of equality photographed. their messages 
were sometimes funny, often moving, and always personal.
 Additionally, OOH executions put lgbt people and 
their visions of equality on news kiosks and bus shelters, 
showing the wider world that Allstate was committed to 
this community. Online, people could comment or “like” 
the content, and soon, “Equality is_____” became Allstate’s 
de facto public stance on lgbt rights. rather than Allstate saying they supported this community, thousands of 
people were doing it for them. As a result, the number of lgbt californians agreeing that Allstate is very or extremely 
committed to the lgbt community rose 11 percentage points.
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El Cartel de los Sapos, The Bootleg Version, UM Colombia
in september, the colombian movie “El cartel de los sapos,” based on a book written by former drug trafficker Andres 
lopez while in prison, premiered in bogota. However, only 8% of colombians go to movie theaters (roughly 140,000 
people), because they wait to watch a pirated version at home, even though they know it’s a crime. in fact, each year, the film 
industry loses 54 million dollars due to piracy.
 

Citigroup, 200 Years Citi, MEC US
Among global brands, citi’s ranking fell dramatically from 
2006 to 2011, in part due to the 2008 financial crisis with 
its focus on the banking industry. to regain trust, citi 
shifted the conversation from products and money to its 
heritage, its history of innovation and its role as an enabler 
of progress. As citi was set to celebrate its bicentennial 
in 2012, the brand conveyed a “history forward” message 
to demonstrate its global expertise in 200 countries with 
customized partnerships in 15 languages.
 
Partnerships included a year-long program with the 
financial times honoring ingenious individuals and 
organizations that developed solutions to urban challenges. 
citi created ‘One day in…’ with the bbc for a custom, 
12-part series that examines what one day would be like in 
12 progressive cities around the world. And with the Wall 
street Journal, citi identified the world’s most innovative 
city. local markets customized the creative to fit specific 
interests and needs for maximum acceptance of the 
message in each region. not only did the History forward 
campaign break the decline of citi’s reputation, it created 
significant improvement to the brand’s image: brand 
favorability increased 28%, momentum 17% and trust 16%.

the most popular method for distributing an illegal film is 
to video tape it in the theater and then sell it on the streets. 
to teach “customers” a lesson, actors pretended to sell 
pirated versions on busy streets. Working with police, a fake 
“sting” operation was set up against pirates, but not before 
1500 copies made their way into colombian households. 
As viewers watched the film, they were surprised to see 
two main characters from the film actually watching the 
movie themselves in the theater. When the actors discover 
that someone is “recording” the movie, they get angry and 
start threatening the video pirate. in the end, they offer 
him another chance by inviting him to support colombian 
cinematography in actual theaters. As the campaign went 
viral, excitement spread; the movie topped the box office and 
the number of spectators tripled.
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Durex, Nuestro Mexico del Futuro, Team Durex, PHD Hong Kong
durex has always been known for “safe sex,” but young men associate safe sex with 
thicker latex, which blocks the “real feeling.” As a result, they often turn to the competition 
for thinner options. to restore their affection for durex, the brand perception moved from 
“safe sex” to “love sex.” for these men, soccer acts as a pleasure trigger, so the brand 
tapped into the Euro 2012 tournament to educate men on all the pleasures that durex 
provides.
 
With the mobile soccer game team durex, players ‘flicked’ their finger to move the ball 
across the field and explore different positions to get a ‘score.’ the faster they flicked, 
the ‘harder’ the kick! users could choose the durex soccer player who best represented 
their personal strengths and techniques, from “featherlite ultra” to “PleasureMax” to 
“Performa.” for a lasting pleasure, players exchanged their points for durex’s hidden 
pleasures by unlocking additional gizmos to further enhance their experience including 
the “Power drink” or the “vibrating ring.”
 
Young men could even show off their ‘expertise’ and brag about their skills by sharing 
their record-high scores on a leaderboard on facebook for their buddies to see! in just four 
weeks, team durex achieved more than 3,500 mobile app downloads. the game was so 
addictive that the average player played 12.9 times.

EDF Energy, Social Media Light Show, Team Durex, Havas Media 
London
Edf Energy has been a plucky, striving brand in the unloved utilities category 
for a number of years. not only do consumers like to spend as little time as 
possible thinking about energy, but competitors outspent Edf 2:1. As the first 
sustainability partner of london 2012, Edf Energy powered the games and the 
Olympic stadium with low carbon energy. With all eyes on london during the 
Olympics, Edf used the city’s iconic skyline as a platform to tell its story and 
increase awareness. it started by powering the iconic london Eye with low carbon 
energy which allowed Edf Energy to communicate and demonstrate their vision 
of a low carbon london to britain and the world.
 
to amplify this experience, the brand worked with a group of Mit graduates to 
develop an algorithm that extracted the real time live conversations on twitter and 
analyzed the positive and negative language sentiment. the highs, lows, triumphs, 
disappointments of team gb medal success were turned into a unique lightshow 
every night on the Edf Energy london Eye. immediately after implementation, 
Edf Energy’s london Eye saved 25% carbon emissions by using low carbon 
electricity and became a living emblem of inspiration for britain.  it was such 
a hit that Edf’s low carbon skyline now includes tower bridge, tate Modern, 
city Hall and the newest icon, the Olympic stadium. despite being outspent by 
other sponsors, brand tracking confirmed that Edf Energy was the number one 
domestic sponsor associated with the games for four months in a row.
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Emerson, It’s Never Been Done Before, Fleishman-Hillard, 
OMD, DDB US
Having rolled out new ads showcasing high-stakes customer 
solutions the year before, global industrial technology and 
engineering leader Emerson was extending its popular and 
successful “never been done before” marketing campaign into 
2012.   After leveraging other media buys and tackling a range of 
airport marketing opportunities, Emerson wanted to increase the 
impact of the campaign with its audience of the top 200 decision-
makers at the global fortune 1000 companies.

 
to grab the attention of distracted business travelers, Emerson 
set up shop at the confluence of H and K concourses at O’Hare 
international Airport in chicago. it’s the one and only thoroughfare 
in and out of the area and it’s traveled by 21 million people a year. 
it’s also one of the few areas where people walk through without 

their noses buried in their smartphones. Emerson turned the huge floor-to-ceiling guardrails into colorful and repetitive 
billboards with large, colorfully striking graphic images (wolves, kangaroos, orange peels, etc.) to create a unique 
industrial b2b experience for travelers in general and its customers specifically.  Qr codes allowed the audience to 
easily find out the full story and share. the Emerson website received nearly 264,000 visits over the year as a result of 
the execution with 73,000 attributed to mobile devices.

Frito Lays’s, Do us a flavor, OMD US
the us macro snacks category is a gigantic $102 billion 
dollar category. salty snack sales account for $14.9 
billion dollars with lay’s representing 54% of the $4.2 
billion potato chip sales and category. However, while 
everyone still loves lay’s potato chips, the brand was 
losing occasions with the next generation of snackers. to 
regain the emotional connection, the brand reenergized 
their “do us A flavor” promotion and tapped into the 
consumer’s social world by asking them to come up 
with the next great lay’s potato chip flavor. lay’s would 
pick the top three suggested flavors and ask America to 
vote.

 
because of the limited-time nature of the promotion, awareness was built quickly through tv, in-store, digital and a Pr 
program. to drive meaningful participation, lay’s created an easy-to-use application that let consumers suggest a new flavor 
in a quick, three-step process. People who needed a little extra inspiration could get help from “chef symon’s flavorizer.” 
Once a flavor was created, lay’s gave consumers tools to easily show off their flavor online including an “i’d eat that” button. 
As a result of the campaign, sales increased +2% in household penetration among millennials. Online, 1.2 million new us 
facebook fans were generated, 3.62 million flavors were submitted in 12 weeks and us engagement with the lay’s facebook 
page increased 4500% year-on-year. 
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GNP (Grupo Nacional Provincial), Nuestro Mexico del 
Futuro, (Our Mexico of the Future), Havas Media, Havas 
Sports, TeranTBWA Mexico
the current landscape of Mexico is often defined by challenges, such as 
the changing political landscape and the growing wave of corruption. 
these factors have caused the Mexican people to live in a society of risk, 
but gnP, the leading nationwide insurance company, believes a risk-
free society is a better society, and that the dreams of every citizen are 
important to the welfare of the community.
 
gnP created a new movement – Our Mexico of the future – based on 
inspiring people to provoke a positive reaction. One hundred spots aired 
nationwide featuring influential personalities giving their visions of the 
future. the movement’s website and social networks collected recorded 
visions from citizens, using the hashtag #mexicodelfuturo. traveling 
truck activations collected visions from citizens across the country and 
new content was continuously generated using the voices from these 
people.
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iButterfly, Turning the Sky into a Canvas, Media 
Palette (Dentsu) Hong Kong
to evolve in a market where 85% of agencies are made up of 
three giants (groupM, Omnicom and Publicis group), Media 
Palette positioned themselves as a media agency + owner of a 
unique media at the same time. research showed that Hong 
Kong shoppers rank second as the most cost-conscious nation, 
second only to the us. but little has changed over the years; 
people still cut coupons. the agency created ibutterfly, a unique 
mobile gaming experience that combines gPs services, motion 
sensor and augmented reality technology to let users “catch” 
a good deal in the form of butterflies on their smartphones. 
to catch deals, users flicked their phone as if waving a wand 
to uncover secret messages, product information, specific 
contents, etc. coupon entertainment – a new marketing 
vocabulary – not only digitalizes coupons but transforms it into 
a fun experience offering localized content.
 
to promote the app, the brand leveraged their relationship as a media house with media partners for free marketing 
exposure. ibutterfly has become the #1 mobile promotional platform in Hong Kong and with 360,000 downloads, it 
was named as Apple’s “top 2 most downloaded (free) lifestyle app.” redemption rates are 75% and more than 3 million 
consumers have engaged with the platform. in just over a year, ibutterfly expanded Media Palette’s clientele by 60%.

 
Hearing that children often mentioned mature themes (corruption, insecurity), gnP created the spot “uncomfortable 
children” to shake up the country. the video included a call-to-action for presidential candidates, urging them to change 
this scenario and each candidate received a selection of visions and a book detailing six goal agendas, one for each year 
of the presidential term. in total, 11,102,906 visions were recollected and four million Youtube views were seen in just 
three days. With “uncomfortable children,” facebook likes rose by 163% and twitter “followers” rose by 70%.
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Konami, Enter the Game, Havas Sports &  
Entertainment Spain
Every year in the videogame world, a ferocious battle is fought for sales 
where PEs (Pro Evolution soccer or World soccer) and fifA compete 
for users. the best way to do this is to prove their latest version of the 
football-simulated game is more realistic than the others. for Konami’s 
launch of PEs 2013 in spain, the brand wanted to turn their 9 million 
PEs players into brand ambassadors. And with a feature like Player id, 
where even the tiniest detail of the top 50 players are mapped out, word 
of mouth was sure to get PEs users fired up. these players dream of 
living out the game – to become their football idol. Konami gave them 
the chance to make their dream come true with “Enter the game,” the first campaign to convert a videogame fan into 
the protagonist of their favorite game by becoming a player in it.

to recruit players, the brand turned to twitter and the hashtag #enterthegame. the official twitter accounts of cristiano 
ronaldo and real Madrid helped Konami to reach more people. the microsite com received 80,000 visits with 
more than 1,800 real/virtual footballer players coming along to the 2,500 m2 Madrid-Arena venue where they had 
to demonstrate not only their skill playing on the console but also playing real football in 12 exciting challenges. Edu 
Morillo was chosen as the top player in the tournament. Journalists and bloggers wrote enthusiastically about Edu as 
the first person ever to enter a videogame. in Japan, the world’s top programmers captured Edu’s moves and turned him 
into an avatar. With that, another star of PEs 2013 was born. the story of Edu’s trip generated 16,000 views on Youtube 
while more than 20,000,000 impacts and free Pr worth a value of 495,000€ were generated for the launch of the game.

Lifescan – One Touch, Simple Touches…Better 
Life, Initiative Media Dubai, UAE
in saudi Arabia, one in four inhabitants suffers from 
diabetes, extending the burden beyond patients and their 
families, and onto society. lifescan’s Onetouch blood 
glucose monitoring device was second in a market where 
pharmacists are apt to recommend a brand offering the 
best deal. Onetouch wanted to grow the category by giving 
diabetics and their caregivers the tools to manage diabetes 
and arm retailers with information to drive sales of other 
diabetes-related products.
 

Only 10% of diabetics manage their blood-sugar levels and “half-hearted” patients make up 42% of the total patient 
population. Onetouch created a management system with tools to enable patients and their “triangle of care”– doctor, 
caregiver, pharmacist – to manage their condition and adapt to a new healthy lifestyle. With lamasat (translated to 
touches in English), the education curriculum consisted of information on the 4cs of diabetes management (check, 
control, consume, care). beyond the tvc, branded content in saudi Arabia’s highest rated health show – green Apple 
– revolved around the 4c’s and the Onetouch monitors. the brand also created in-store diabetes care centers and 
mega-displays featuring a family dinner with a life-size picture of the tvc family. unaided brand awareness increased 
from 36% to 71% while One touch sales soared by 217%.
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Mastercard, Priceless New York, UM US
in the financial services world, competing for the hearts and wallets of affluent consumers has never 
been more intense. American Express, visa and chase offer membership-type products. While 
Mastercard’s “Priceless” campaign is iconic, it’s doesn’t resonate as well with these well-heeled 
consumers. rather than provide access to exclusive events, Mastercard decided to help consumers 
create stories as that’s what really matter most to them. starting in new York city, Mastercard partnered 
with local tastemakers and iconic brands to help consumers constantly re-discover the city they know 
and love. Priceless new York (PnY), an e-commerce platform of truly unique experiences for new 
Yorkers, was born.
 
the brand recruited more than 25 Priceless new York media 
partners, who generated 110 original nYc 
experiences. some of the PnY experiences i
ncluded: a tasting table curated by well-known 
nYc chefs, a photography class with national 
geographic, exclusive family events, private tours
 of museum exhibits and a shop-a-long trip with 
vogue. up against stiff competition from Amex, 
the program delivered compelling gains against 
all key metrics. Mastercard received a nine 
point lift in spontaneous brand awareness, while visits to the PnY site represented more than a third of 
the affluent target population of 2.9 million new Yorkers. Mastercard accounts that purchased a PnY 
experience showed a 35% increase in spend.

McDonald’s, McGreeting, OMD Hong Kong
despite being a leader in the quick serve category, Mcdonald’s business slows during the chinese new 
Year. At this festive time of year, consumers want “prosperous” foods from conventional chinese cuisine 
to bring them luck in the year to come. When it comes to expressing their feelings, this is one of the 
only times that Hong Kongers express heartfelt wishes to loved ones. to revolutionize these blessings, 
Mcdonald’s created Mcgreetings to salute the 10% of unsung heroes who sacrifice their family time 
to keep the city running during the holiday. it also gave people the chance to personalize messages to 
friends and family through an augmented reality enabled mobile app. After creating a greeting, users 
passed along their well wishes with just a simple “shake” of their phone.
 
in addition, Mcdonald’s sent out brand ambassadors and two of Hong Kong’s most loved comedians – 
soft Hard – to the streets to surprise people with blessings 
and gifts. to go inside the homes of 7 million people, 
Mcdonald’s created a special tvc through augmented 
reality. Over the holidays, people pointed at the tv screens 
and witnessed soft Hard jump straight out of the screen 
with a special blessing. in store, people used the app to scan 
the package of the special Prosperity burgers where “soft 
Hard” appeared on screen and gave them lucky red Packets 
containing e-coupons. in the end, Mcgreetings bridged the 
gap between the real and the virtual world and in less than 
a month, the app was used more than 1.2 million times. 
interaction for the augmented reality tvc reached more 
than 170,000 in the first day with 640,000 unique greetings. 
in addition, Prosperity burgers sold out in just two weeks.
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Pedigree, From Shelter to Stage: Annie the Musical, 
Starcom MediaVest Group US
shelter dogs rule! – that’s been the Pedigree message for the last 
10 years as the brand continues to encourage people to adopt 
shelter dogs. donations to the Pedigree feeding Project help 
put shelter dogs on a diet of Pedigree, and research shows that 
healthy dogs are much more likely to get adopted. Most people 
think shelter dogs are “damaged goods,” but Pedigree believes 
a dog only needs a loving home and good diet to unlock its 
potential.

 
upon hearing that a 2012 broadway revival of Annie was in the works, the brand saw an opportunity to show what 
happens when shelter dogs are given a chance. not only does Annie tell a heartwarming adoption story, but Annie’s 
also-orphaned four-legged friend was played by a real-life shelter dog in the original 1977 broadway production. A 
nationwide search began to find the right dog. leading the charge was bill berloni, who discovered the original sandy 
35 years ago. the field was narrowed to three canine candidates and the winner was sunny – an abandoned mutt 
plucked from a shelter in Houston just hours before she was scheduled to be euthanized.
 
sunny’s transformation into sandy was chronicled in a 30-minute tv special on nbc. On broadway, with the “see the 
show, Help a dog” initiative, $2 from every ticket sale benefitted the Pedigree foundation. in the end, Pedigree not 
only saved sunny’s life, but also showed America that with a little love and nutrition, all shelter dogs can be the star in 
someone’s life. nearly 1 million viewers watched Pedigree help sunny in “Annie’s search for sandy” and $450,000 has 
been raised for the Pedigree foundation. 

Puerto Rican Correctional & Rehabilitation 
Department, Follow2UnfollowMe, Starcom MediaVest 
Group Puerto Rico
Puerto rico saw 2011 as the most violent year in its history with 
1,136 murders or a rate of 30.5 murders per 100,000 inhabitants.  
According to police, in 2012 that number would increase 15%. With 
an average of three murders per day, and 52% directly related to drug 
trafficking, young people were becoming more likely to fall into a life 
of crime. to stop this, a combination of confrontation, information 
and communication is needed to reach at-risk youngsters. With an 
80% penetration among 12-24 year olds, twitter was the best bet to 
reach them.

 
starcom Mediavest Puerto rico created fOllOW2unfOllOWME, the first twitter campaign that uses real tweets 
from inmates as a crime deterrent. by providing internet access through smartphones, inmates set up twitter accounts 
and tweeted their day-to-day jail experiences. the emotionally-charged content opened up the eyes of young adults.  the 
inmate’s twitter accounts received thousands of followers immediately after launch with $0 of media investment.  Aside 
from garnering tremendous worldwide Pr, young people started to see a new future for themselves.
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Boston Pizza, Terry Peters Avatar, PHD 
Canada
Known as food innovators, boston Pizza 
introduced “All Meat Wings.” to revive 
consumers’ interest in boneless wings, the brand 
turned to xbox. logging 80 million xbox hours 
per month, the usage actually increases during 
the nHl season. to engage with fans, boston 
Pizza brought their fictional spokesperson – terry 

Peters – to life as a fully interactive xbox avatar, a north American first. terry reached 2.4 million consumers through 
messaging and gaming and was so popular that the ctr was 29% higher than the xbox channel average. Wing sales 
increased 54% versus previous year. 

Coca-Cola, Olympic Torch, Havas Media 
London
A sponsor of the Olympic torch relay since 1996, 
coca-cola wanted to connect and celebrate youth for 
the 2012 games. coke’s Move to the Beat campaign 
fused music and sport and was the perfect platform to 
share with future flames – those young people who 
help britain burn brighter by bringing happiness to 
others through sport, music and dance. during the 70 
days of the relay, coke created a rolling street party that 
spread the Olympic spirit, amplified Move to the Beat 
and celebrated future flames. A nightly stage show 
and five large-scale concerts included some of the uK’s 
top talents, featured coca-cola sampling, photos with 
the Olympic torch and a unique “beat generator.” by 
generating relevant content, sponsorship awareness 
reached 97% and more than 1 million people attended 
the five coca-cola city celebrations.

Coppafeel!, Hello Boobs, ais London
coppafeel! is a charity designed to educate young women about the 
importance of self-breast examinations. With just 6% awareness, 
coppafeel! attracted attention by making their message fun and 
encouraging women to say “hello” to their boobs. Aligning with 
the iconic ‘HEllO bOYs’ Wonderbra ad, a 48-sheet poster asked 
women “What will you call yours?” double-d turned 3d with the 
world’s first augmented reality pair of boobs. the app allowed 
users to view, name and share the 3d boobs, in addition to teaching 
women how to check their own with a monthly text reminder. 
through the use of 300 outdoor sites, more than 20,000 3d boobs 
were shared and text-reminder sign-ups increased by 1,400%
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Cornetto (Unilever), Dive into Love, PHD 
Shanghai
unilever’s cornetto ice cream cone brand leads the market 
with a 40% share and has a long marketing association 
with “love.”  to stay strong in china-- a market of only 
children where boys outnumber girls as much as 4 to 
1, they needed to bring the idea of romance to life in 
engaging ways. the “dive in & discover Your love 
Quadrant” campaign helped youth deal with the four 
different types of love (material, fearless, no true love and 
unrequited). the brand created a 38-minute film shared 
as four different episodes on china’s leading video portals 
– Youku and tudou. by the end of the campaign, more 
than 320 million online video views were generated, brand 
awareness increased 10% and sales rose 34%

Eurostar, Eurostarlive
gearing up to face on-track competition in the coming 
years, high-speed railway Eurostar wanted to increase 
ticket sales to Amsterdam and show consumers that they 
could play an active role in their travel-marketing plans. 
Eurostarlive.com, a real-time content platform, flipped data 
and social conversations into advertising content. Along 
with schedules and timetables, travelers’ photos and tweets 
were instantly updated on Eurostarlive, and turned into 
huge digital billboards across commuter hot spots in and 
around london. interactive online and digital billboards 
asked commuters to guess Amsterdam landmarks for 
a chance to win free train tickets.  As a result, not only 
were more than 7,000 uniquely curated spots delivered 
each day, but bookings rose almost 50% on routes to 
Amsterdam.

Financial Times, FT Graphic World
As a way to build on the strong digital growth it 
experienced in the us throughout 2011, the financial 
times wanted to deepen its reputation as the top provider 
of global business news, commentary and analysis. 
setting up shop in new York’s grand central terminal, 
infographics of the ft’s main editorial themes were 
brought to life using 3d projections and a touch-sensitive 
floor pad where visitors interacted with the films and 
content. All campaign material was housed online and 
users received a free week-long subscription. the ft 
graphic World engaged both the us and global audience 
as well as the global media industry. Over the seven-day 
event, the ft graphic World reached 7 million people and 
1.5 million #ftgW impressions with a peak rate of 826 
tweets per hour.
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GE, Incubator, OMD US
gE, perhaps “the oldest American start-up,” wanted to  
re-ignite its connection with the start-up culture-- who  
now perceived the company as “traditional.” in fact,  
their incubator program helped start-ups to develop  
while also providing leadership on corporate partnership  
navigations. gE developed an 11-week incubator program  
that launched seven companies and developed  
16 entrepreneurs. After opening a global application  
pool, a committee selected high-value applicants while  
a speaker series brought the best minds in the start-up  
world together (think twitter, tumblr, foursquare,  
Amazon, etc). Applicants then visited top innovation spaces (i.e. google) and attended workshops that included a demo 
day with gE executives and venture capitalists. in total, sixteen entrepreneurs graduated from a field of 356 applications.

Grand for Good, Starcom MediaVest, Group Canada
less than 0.1% of registered canadian charities actively engage the use 
of social media. sixty sMg employees used $1,000 in ad credits to help 
20 charities manage their social media presence using paid, owned 
and earned media. this case delivered on local (canadian charities) 
and global (facebook) media firsts, but the true power comes from the 
fact that it crystalizes the  need for a holistic communications planning 
approach in a new socially-connected world. Media teams developed and 
executed brand page creative, tone and engagement strategies directly 
focusing on content, currency, community and conversations. in just 
five weeks, 70 million impressions were achieved and more than 18 
million canadians were reached through the charities.
 

 
H&R Block,  Digital Attribution Pricing Model, OMD US

 Who better than tax preparers to have to challenge the pricing system 
(cPM or cPA) used by digital publishers? to insure that appropriate 
influence was credited beyond the last impression, H&r block 
developed a payment method that rewarded publishers for any digital 
impression or click that leads to conversion. All touchpoints were 
captured and valued for their role in the conversion path, while ad 
server and conversion data defined the value for each touchpoint in the 
sales path—based on past quantitative modeling. As a result, digital 
display contributed to 87% of all conversions in 2012 compared to 
38% in 2011. And this digital attribution-based pricing saved around $1 
million when compared to the last-ad cPA method used previously.
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KFC Arabia, KFC Super Fans Initiative  
Media Dubai
Kfc Arabia created brand love by engaging with young 
adults through consumable, sharable content. Arabs got 
talent! ranked #1 for 11 consecutive weeks in 2010 and Kfc 
evolved the fan base to create “super fans” by providing 
them with insider access. A mobile app transported fans to 
the studio with a 360° scanable camera operated by their 
smartphone. the Kfc Arabia facebook page housed the “fill 
the Kfc bucket” contest where fans printed out augmented 
reality codes to play for a chance to attend a live viewing of 
the show. Kfc’s viral reach increased 11x and over 25,000 
participated in the facebook contest and, for the second year 
in a row, Kfc Arabia was named the favorite brand in the 
2012 AMrb MEnA youth study.

 
Microsoft Windows 8, Your World through 
Windows 8,  Starcom MediaVest Group US
Millions of people use Windows every day; they know it and 
love it. With the Windows 8 launch, Microsoft had a real 
opportunity to reinvent itself in a highly competitive, rapidly 
evolving personal computing marketplace. they worked 
with 49 media brands to design 240 pieces of customized 
creative and copy, with almost one hour of video content, 
driving to their Windows store apps. On tv, the most loved 

characters were part of 15 custom content integrations and videos that 
ran in every prime time show on the top tv networks. in times square, 39 synched screens let people interact with 
Windows 8 for 18 hours across three days. by late november, 40 Million Windows 8 licenses shipped – 10 million 
more than Windows 7 in the first two months of launch. by January the number climbed to 60 million.

 
 
McDonald’s Coffee, Smelling like Coffee,  
OMD Chile
the lives of chileans are increasingly busy. in fact, 40% decline 
to eat breakfast at home in favor of getting to the office earlier. 
Mcdonald’s decided to give away coffee for two weeks while focusing 
on three key product qualities: free, color and aroma. Mcdonald’s 
found a new way to catch the attention of busy consumers in 
the morning by reaching out to them in the main free morning 
newspaper. through the use of special ink, the brand not only 
changed the print color on the first page but it also injected the aroma 
of coffee into the paper. the day the special edition paper ran with its 
free coffee offer, sales of associated products at Mcdonald’s increased 
100%.
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Nike, Nostoras Corremos (We run) 
Havas Media Mexico
for nike’s third installment of their women-only 
10-K race in Mexico city, the brand wanted 
to keep momentum while also increasing the 
number of younger runners in a country with 
high rate of obesity. like their ancestors centuries 
earlier, modern women have clans of their own 
and this shows in all aspects of their daily lives, 
even exercising; 70% of women say exercising is 
easier with a friend. Mentions on pay tv and radio got women 
talking about the race while insertions in magazines and guerrilla efforts in and around universities 
and parks increased interest. On facebook, girls created groups, set challenges and invited friends to 
join. nike achieved a 40% increase in the participation of younger runners and a 25% increase in the 
total number of runners.

 
 
Renault Duster, No More Mistakes, Havas Media 
Colombia
in reality, many people would like to drive a suv (4x4), but in 
colombia, just 5% of drivers own one. After launching the duster – a 
suv made with young, middle class people in mind – at an affordable 
price, renault encouraged people to celebrate buyer’s remorse. in 
an unbranded effort, renault reunited two of the most famous 
comedians from the 90’s – Martin de francisco and santiago Moure, 
whose show was centered around “fails” – and gave them a twitter 
account with the hash tag #nomaserrores (#nomoremistakes). 
Online, the duo shared videos of cynical humor, while traditional 
media featured messages with common mistakes. When the duster 
launched, Martin and santiago appeared with hopeful messages 
inviting people “not to make mistakes” when it comes to purchasing 
a car. in just 12 days, the company pre-sold 800 units and 1,480 in 
the second month – 85% more than projected.
 

 
TD, Forests, Starcom MediaVest Canada
td set out to be the first paper-neutral bank on the planet. 
After reducing their overall paper usage by 20%, they 
continued along the path by partnering with the nature 
conservancy of canada to preserve two football fields of 
forest every day. td re-connected consumers with nature by 
removing the distance between consumers and the forest-- 
using the latest Youtube functionality and then extending 
the experience outward. in the video, a narrator pointed out 
interesting facts about plants and animals, while a carefully 
constructed soundscape brought unique sounds of the forest 
to life. chalk art football fields reinforced the message in 
toronto and in less than nine weeks, 194 million impressions 
triggered more than 345,000 visits to the Youtube 
experience.
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Virgin Mobile, Fair Go Bro 
Starcom MediaVest Australia
telco dissatisfaction is as prevalent as ever. virgin Mobile 
scores the highest in customer satisfaction but is outspent 
4:1. With the rise of social media, people have less privacy 
than ever, including celebrities– and their families. virgin 
thought it’d be cool to provide customers with a fAir gO 
versus their famous sibling who gets everything for nothing. 
With that, virgin recruited doug Pitt, the unknown brother 
of brad, to create talkability. doug was first introduced as the 
new spokesperson through social media. trying to get his 15 
minutes of fame, online communities rallied around him 
for a chance to be in his entourage. in Australia, doug went 
into overdrive, taking part in 28 interviews, attending media 

parties and even lobbying to have Pitt street renamed doug Pitt street. virgin Mobile customers were rewarded with the 
chance to get their own taste of fame. People took doug to their hearts and within two weeks the campaign generated 1.2 
million viewers. Awareness and consideration both increased 20% with a 7:1 rOi.
 

M E D I A  I N N O V A T I O N

 
 
Cricket Muve, Muve First Artist Challenge,  
Zócalo Group USA
in addition to unlimited talk, text and data, 
cricket’s Muve Music service offers unlimited 
song downloads in its monthly fees. to help fans 
get more out of music, a socially-driven challenge 
showcased seven rising artists competing to become 
the first Muve first artist of 2013.  Each week, 
cricket Wireless featured new information from the 
artist, while fans voted for their favorite. by curating 
authentic content, increasing exposure for new talent 
and empowering fans, the brand secured 3.5 million 
social media impressions reaching nearly 800,000 
people.
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Coca-Cola, Super Heroes, UM 
Ecuador
coca-cola uncaps happiness, but at 
the start of the new Year, they inspired 
people to become an everyday super hero 
through small actions that could change 
the world. On twitter, the brand led by 
example by leaving happy messages to 
followers who were having a bad day. in 
bus shelters, cameras captured smiles 
of travelers to brighten the day of people 
who followed.

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t36
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Fanta (Coca-Cola), FANTAstic Answer,  
McCann Worldgroup Japan
to drive brand growth, fanta developed an 
online playground that transported teens into a 
world of fun in a virtual auditorium combining 
live radio and social networking sites. With 
laughter as a theme, the brand created an online 
Ogiri – traditional Japanese battle – between a 
live Mc and audience avatars.  viewers voted for 
the funniest contestant and, as a result, 540,000 
users shared the playground with friends. 
 

 
GE, Moving Germany, OMD Germany
in order to secure awareness for their 
commitment to driving the company’s future, 
gE proved they were in the hearts and minds of 
gErmany. by demonstrating how gE enables 
nearly all technological solutions - including 
advancements within the green energy field 
– the campaign generated nearly 720 million 
contacts and brand awareness increased from 
21% to 47% in just two weeks.

 
Mars-Snickers, You’re Not You When You’re 
Hungry, Starcom MediaVest Australia
to put an Australian spin on the global campaign for 
snickers, the brand leveraged it’s down-to-earth-positioning 
to fit with its blue collar audience. Hunger blunders focused 
on two key passions in the market: current affairs and sport. 
for 21 weeks, snickers featured footage from around the 
globe, repackaged and critiqued by local authorities, like the 
Queen adjusting her underwear on a visit to Australia. sales 
increased 18%, which isn’t bad considering the brand already 
had 89% awareness.
 
 

37www .internationalistmagazine .com
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Mercedes Class C, Vladdo, BPN-IPG MediaBrands Colombia
With 125 years of innovation, daimler launched the new Mercedes benz 
class-c in colombia. With several changes, the most challenging was its 
new “face,” which had long represented the quality of the brand. to stand 
out in a market where premium brands offered superior pricing, Mercedes 
partnered with vladdo - a high-profile and controversial caricaturist - to 
imagine a new generation of the class-c by inviting consumers to see it in 
a new light in outdoor billboards, car dummies and radio messages. 
 

 
 
Nike, The Chance, Havas Media Mexico
nike’s global tournament – the chance – helps make the 
dreams of young talent come true with the chance to play 
professional football. to register, teams go online to enter 
and have to generate as much digital noise as possible 
(posts-shares-likes-comments with an equivalent in points).  
However, Mexico’s internet penetration rate is 36.9%, while 
markets like the uK or germany are in the mid-80%.  the 
15 teams that created the most online buzz went on to play 
in front of legendary coach Pep guardiola. Mexico grabbed 
the 2nd place worldwide with 5,069 participating teams as 
facebook fans increased 46%.
 

 
 
Quebec Milk Bureau, A Natural Source of 
Comfort, Touché PHD Canada
As milk consumption declined in canada, the 
Quebec Milk bureau set out to protect market share 
by comforting consumers. in the midst of a student 
strike, failing health system and a harsh winter, the 
brand poured heartwarming news into people’s 
daily lives with the first-ever night edition of Metro, 
which featured only happy stories, and a non-stop 
stream of comforting headlines on Quebec’s major 
news portals.  not only did they reach 90% of 
the Quebec population, but milk sales remained 
constant while every other province declined 2%.
 
 

1

3
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Spotify Hackathon, Music Apps Hack 
Weekend, OMD US
the cW, doritos, Mcdonald’s, Mountain dew 
and state farm all share music as a key consumer 
touchpoint. to help position them as resources to 
online entrepreneurs who work to change the way 
consumers discover music, OMd held a one-of-a-kind 
hackatahon: Music Apps Hack Weekend. Partnering 
with digital music service, spotify.  Hackers received 
the expertise of five brand executives to help guide 
the creative process. At the end of the two-day event, 
47 spotify apps were created that garnered 14 million 
impressions.
 

 
 
Sun Products, Get Snuggled, PHD Canada
snuggle fabric softener by sun Products gave new meaning 
to “consumer touch points.”  the brand created unusual 
out-of-home advertising using fabric treated with snuggle that 
proved to be cozy, touchable and even huggable.  in their first 
outdoor effort in a category that is generally tv-driven, the 
brand launched an urban mom-targeted transit hub campaign 
in toronto, Montreal and vancouver to remind moms how a 
touch of softness can improve their day.
 

CANADA CAN HELP
A lively breakfast discussion at New York’s Yale Club underscored the marketing 
differences between the citizens of Canada and the United States .  Entitled “Canada 
Can Help,” the dynamic session was hosted by international media sales company 
Publicitas to celebrate their expanded relationship with Canada’s Globe and Mail 
news organization .  Richard Baker, Governor and Chairman of the Hudson’s Bay 
Company, North America’s oldest continuously-operating retail corporation with roots 
in Canadian fur trading from the late 1600s, was a featured speaker .  As an American 
operating one of Canada’s most revered companies, he shared much of what he 
learned in working with two very different—but not irreconcilable—North American 
attitudes .

All photo identifications from left:

1  John Stackhouse, Editor-in-Chief  of Canada’s Globe 
and Mail; Richard Baker, Governor and Chairman of the 
Hudson’s Bay Company; Philip Crawley, Publisher & CEO, 
Globe and Mail .

2  Simon Taylor, Publicitas, Harry Tropp, Posner Advertising; 
Erin Edler, The Globe and Mail; Bruce Brandfon, 
Publicitas

3  Simon Taylor, Publicitas, Harry Tropp, Posner Advertising; 
Erin Edler, The Globe and Mail; Bruce Brandfon, 
Publicitas

4  Simon Taylor, Publicitas, Harry Tropp, Posner Advertising; 
Erin Edler, The Globe and Mail; Bruce Brandfon, 
Publicitas
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EnvirosErv, Raising the Waste Game
Carat & Mbongiworks South Africa
Enviroserv took the worry out of waste 
management and built affinity with key 
decision makers by “trash talking” during 
national cricket tournaments while also 
scouring beaches and turning garbage into 
sports equipment. the result was an 8:1 return 
on investment - now that’s winning at raising 
the waste game.
 
Hyundai-azEra, Move Your Thinking
Havas Media Middle East
With one execution, Hyundai’s Azera broke 
stereotypes and challenged conventions with 
its first-ever moving image print ad allowing 
consumers to see a full 360-degree view of the 
car. not only did they make consumers rethink 
“standard” car print ads, but test-drive requests 
jumped 230%.
 
Kraft – BaKErs CHoColatE, 100% Pure
Starcom MediaVest Group Canada
When a challenger entered the market, baker’s 
chocolate partnered with canadian living to 
feature a brand-inspired dessert on a special 
double cover and recipe integration during a 
key holiday baking period, highlighting why 
baker’s chocolate is the “pure-fect” choice for 
baking.
 
ONU-SIDA (AIDS), Ver para entender (See to 
understand)
OMD Guatemala
to focus attention on a taboo topic – Aids 
– Onu distributed red eye glasses to 
spokespeople and celebrities who helped turn 
the campaign into a viral, global statement. 
 
samsung-galaxy notE, World Ski and 
Snowboard Festival
StarcomMedia Vest Canada
to become the national leader in smartphones, 
samsung delivered homegrown content 
surrounding the telus World ski & snowboard 
festival that spoke to a culture while also 
celebrating the distinctive features of the note. 

 surf ExCEl, Make a Difference
OMD India
surf Excel went social in order to bring “dirt 
is good” to life by giving consumers a chance 
to give back. for every “like” online, the brand 
donated products to a ngO partner, ultimately 
helping over 185,000 people.
 
tortrix, SAP a Tortix
OMD Guatemala
to celebrate its 50th anniversary, snack brand 
tortrix translated popular foreign soap operas, 
movies and sporting events into the native 
language on the sAP audio channel, giving 
guatemalans the option to watch the programs 
as if they were produced in their own country.
 
visa prEpaid, Open a New World
OMD US
With over 70 million unbanked or under-
banked consumers in the us, visa set out 
to become the leading name in the prepaid 
category by reaching consumers when they 
were engaged in free entertainment to show 
how prepaid cards could open up possibilities 
for their future.
 
WarBy parKEr, Hipstervision
Spark Communications
soho-based Warby Parker set its sights on 
expanding awareness of their eyeglasses to a 
television audience, but it needed to increase 
scale without sacrificing their cool factor. 
“Hipstervision,” a 100% addressable tv 
strategy, resulted in a 30% growth in branded 
term searches and direct traffic to the site. 
 
zEst (p&g), Shower Stories
Starcom MediaVest Group Mexico
to show the emotional rewards of using its 
product, Zest discovered what’s under their 
consumer’s skins and created short-format 
episodes of “shower stories” that aired on tv 
and online and gave users a chance to come 
clean while also increasing sales 23%.

M E D I A  I N N O V A T I O N
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T
navigating the Murky Media waters  
of RTB, dSps, dMps and ATBs

The advertising business has always been full of buzzwords and 
acronyms; today the following terms are attracting tremendous 
attention: automated buying, real-time bidding (RTB), demand 
side platforms (DSPs), Ad Exchanges, Data Management 
Platforms (DMPs) and Agency Trading Desks (ATBs).

Google predicts that the future digital display market will be worth 
USD $50 billion, and perhaps as much as 50% of future trading 
will be conducted through a real-time bidding process. Without 
question, RTB has grown quickly, although not all publishers have 
embraced it as many express concerns about “devaluation” of their 
inventory. Most agency holding company estimates show that 
real-time buying currently represents less than 20% of total digital 
display advertising.

bY: darrEn woollEY, founder, trinityP3 and MicHaEl sMitH – Managing Partner, id comms

darren Woolley, founder of 
strategic marketing management 
consultancy, trinityP3, and Michael 
smith, managing partner of media 
consultancy, id comms, recently 
offered their perspectives on how to 
best navigate the sometimes murky 
media waters of rtb, dsPs, dMPs 
and Atbs. they remind us that for 
all the complexity, this is just about 
buying the right ad at the right price, 
serving to the right person, in the right 
environment at the right time with the 
aim to encourage the right action or 
outcome. simple, right?

Here’s how Woolley and smith explain 
the excitement of google’s estimated 
$50 billion future display market:

“there are now more people online, 
spending more time looking at an 
increasing number of websites, and as a 
result, there are more available ad slots 
to sell, not all of which are sold — supply 
exceeds demand. At the same time, an 
increase in data collection, targeting 
abilities, and technologies that allow 
buyers to bid on and buy individual 
impressions rather than buckets of 
impressions, has created a new type 
of marketplace where advertisers can 
have greater control of where their ads 
are shown and to whom they’re shown. 
to facilitate trading within this new 
marketplace, ad-exchanges have arisen 
that provide the hub where buyers and 
sellers can trade ad slots in real time. the 
role of the demand side Platform is as a 

DARREN WOOLLEY,
Founder, TrinityP3

MICHEL SMITH, 
Managing Partner, ID Comms
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technical layer that allows for buying 
across multiple ad-exchanges, at an 
impression-by-impression level, in 
real time with targeting filters enabled 
— all within a single interface. the 
agency-trading desk, as the name 
suggests, resides within an agency 
and is a centralized, service-based 
organization accessed by agencies 
within the group to buy ad slots via a 
dsP on behalf of the agencies clients.”

Of course, it’s not quite that simple, 
and it’s no surprise that a multi-
billion dollar business with multiple 
layers of technology is going to 
attract some challenges and fierce 
debate. However, both trinityP3’s 
darren Woolley and id comms’ 
Michael smith emphasize that 
marketers, agencies and publishers 
should follow the discussion and 
not ignore the opportunities. their 
assessment of the hot topics in 
this area fall under the following 
themes:

• transparency

• verification

• in-house vs. Out-source

• data

Here is trinityP3’s darren Woolley 
and id comms’ Michael smith’s 
take on these “hot topics:”

Transparency

A combination of trading and 
new ad technology provides equal 
measure of lack of transparency 
and mistrust over trading practices. 

Perhaps much of that mistrust is 
unfairly levied at media agencies, 
or perhaps not.

What’s up for debate is how agencies 
make their margins from their 
client’s media dollars. Agencies 
will argue that they’re often “blind” 
when buying through ad-exchanges. 
the issue of “Arbitrage” also adds 
a degree of opaqueness that many 
agencies say tarnishes them unfairly.

Woolley and smith suggest that 
instead of focusing on transparency, 
it would be better to develop 
remuneration models that both 
incentivize and reward. they add, 
“Models that galvanize all sides 
to strive for effective and efficient 
outcomes are clearly the winners in 
this space.”

Verification

You only have to look across the 
much-publicized lumascape 
digital display Ad tech landscape 
to appreciate that ads don’t always 
appear where they should. incorrect 
ad placement is often innocent; 
however, at times, it can potentially 
be reputationally damaging. this 
is a greatly debated industry issue 
and one to which today’s marketers 
should pay attention.

In-house vs. Out-source

trading through a media agency 
partner is not the only option 
today. “in-house” is becoming 

a very real option for a growing 
number of advertisers.

the advent of exchanged-based 
trading and ad tech platforms have 
given many advertisers new tools to 
maintain control over their media 
investments. it also enables them 
to make business decisions based 
on controlling their customer data. 
However, the decision to move 
digital trading in house is not to be 
taken lightly. not only can it be a 
disruptive force within a marketing 
department, but there are a myriad 
of cost decisions and substantial 
Pros and cons to be considered.

Data

try as we may to avoid using the 
‘d’ word, it’s impossible when 
reporting on the developments 
within the digital trading space. 
the fact remains that data is 
playing an increasing role in the 
decision-making process of how 
digital media is bought, served and 
tracked.

those advertisers who have 
brought digital trading in-house 
have data high on their agenda, 
and want to control the use of their 
customer data.

understanding the implications 
of where digital media trading is 
going is fundamentally crucial for 
all advertisers who currently spend 
in digital, or have any aspiration to 
spend on digital in the future.

“To facilitate trading within this new marketplace, ad-exchanges have arisen 
that provide the hub where buyers and sellers can trade ad slots in real time.”
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AWARD WINNERS FOR INNOVATION IN MEDIA 
SPARKLE ATOP TIMES SQUARE
On April 11, atop New York’s Times Square, some 
of the world’s most innovative marketing thinkers 
from all corners of the world gathered at an 
elite Winners Dinner to celebrate outstanding 
case studies in the 5th annual Internationalist 
awards for Innovative media Solutions . The 
Winners Celebration was produced in association 
with BBC World News, Publicitas, and Thomson 
Reuters . Among the evening’s hosts were The 
Internationalist’s Founder, Deborah Malone, 
along with BBC’s John Williams, Publicitas’ 
Bruce Brandfon and Thomson Reuters’ Tim 
Mickelborough—also one of the judges in the 
awards .

All photo identifications from left:

1  John Ekambi, Initiative MENA; Mahdi Jaber, 
Initiatiave MENA; Gregory Tiknahoff, Horizon 
Group; Mauricio Sabogal, BPN, Dayana Falcon, 
BPN, Constanza Peuriot, BPN, Antonio Boulos, 
BPN MENA, Mallory Anhouse, IPG MediaBrands

2  Alexandre Simard and Cynthia Boudreau—both 
Touché PHD Quebec, Canada

3  Joy Robins, BBC .com; Beth Crane, Starcom 
Mediavest Group; Jonathan Graves; Chris Dean, 
BBC

4  Deborah Malone, The Internationalist and Tim 
Mickelborough, Thomson Reuters
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5  Kristian Baek-Mikkelsen, Marla Kaplowitz and 
Pele Cortizo-Burgess—all MEC

6  Jeff Liobl, DDB; Andrew Young, OMD; Marcia 
Iacobucci, DDB; Gary Matusek, DDB6 – Jeff 
Liobl, DDB; Andrew Young, OMD; Marcia 
Iacobucci, DDB; Gary Matusek, DDB

7  Lauren Thomas, Eva Chan and Jenn 
Napolitano—all OMD

8  Ben Jankowski, MasterCard International
9  Ken Hatrmann and Jens Storm—both vertic
10  Steve McDonald, Sesame Workshop and 

Rob Grimshaw, FT .com
11  Ed McLoughlin and Dan Zrwewski—both 

Starcom Mediavest Group
12  Dean Dalson and John McDonagh—both 

Lifescan (div . J&J)
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ON TOUR: AVAyA EVOLUTIONS™ WITH APPLE FOUNDER, STEVE WOzNIAK
Avaya Evolutions™ Tour unleashes “The Power of We” as a one-day “experience” 
throughout cities in the Americas, where attendees learn about Business 
Communication Solutions, Technology Trends, Avaya customers’ experiences 
and keynote special guests . The recent tour stop in New York featured Woz, Steve 
Wozniak—inventor, computer engineer and programmer who co-founded Apple 
w ith Steve Jobs and Ronald Wayne .  He single-handedly invented the Apple I and 
AppleII in the 70’s, contributing significantly to the microcomputer revolution . 
 
Avaya Evolutions was also a past winner in the Internationalist Awards for 
Innovation in Media .
All photo identifications from left:

1  Deborah Malone of The Internationalist with during a podcast at the Avaya 
Evolutions Tour

2  Guadalupe Hugony-Troillard and Andres Ramirez—both Avaya
3  Roberto Ricossa, Avaya and one of the Internationalist 100, with Steve Wozniak
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CANADA CAN HELP
A lively breakfast discussion at New York’s Yale Club underscored 
the marketing differences between the citizens of Canada and the 
United States .  Entitled “Canada Can Help,” the dynamic session was 
hosted by international media sales company Publicitas to celebrate 
their expanded relationship with Canada’s Globe and Mail news 
organization .  Richard Baker, Governor and Chairman of the Hudson’s 
Bay Company, North America’s oldest continuously-operating retail 
corporation with roots in Canadian fur trading from the late 1600s, was 
a featured speaker .  As an American operating one of Canada’s most 

revered companies, he shared much of 
what he learned in working with two very 
different—but not irreconcilable—North 
American attitudes .
All photo identifications from left:

1  John Stackhouse, Editor-in-Chief  of 
Canada’s Globe and Mail; Richard Baker, 
Governor and Chairman of the Hudson’s 
Bay Company; Philip Crawley, Publisher 
& CEO, Globe and Mail .

2  Simon Taylor, Publicitas, Harry Tropp, 
Posner Advertising; Erin Edler, The Globe 
and Mail; Bruce Brandfon, Publicitas
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SILICON DRAGON FEATURES DIGITAL INNOVATORS & DEALMAKERS
Journalist, Author and media entrepreneur Rebecca A . Fannin formed Silicon 
Dragon ventures in 2010 to provide news and analysis of key trends shaping 
startups, venture capital and innovations in the world’s emerging markets .  Her 
latest New York event at NASDAQ MarketSite was called “Silicon Dragon Alley: 
Digital Media Innovators & vC Mavericks” where leaders of the digital media 
transformation discussed how and why new content trends and investments 
are creating the next wave of innovation .

All photo identifications from left:

Deborah Malone, The Internationalist; Jimmy Maymann Jimmy Maymann- 
CEO of The Huffington Post; Rebecca Fannin, Silicon Dragon

M&C SAATCHI LAUNCHES IN NEW yORK
Atop New York’s Museum of Arts and Design (MAD) at The Robert, 
the M&C Saatchi global advertising network, the largest independent 
network in the world, marked its return to New York last night with 
a dual celebration for the office opening and the U .S . publication 
of their book, “Brutal  Simplicity of Thought: How It Changed the 
World” (St . Martin’s Press) .

All photo identifications from left:

M&C Saatchi network leaders including: M&C Saatchi Chief Creative 
Officer Pierre Lipton , New York CEO Jeff Brooks, Worldwide Agency 
CEO Moray MacLennan, and M&C Saatchi PLC Chief Executive 
David Kershaw
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MIAMI HOSTS ANA’S MEDIA LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
The ANA Media Leadership Conference presented 
by YouTube brought together senior-level industry 
stakeholders from clients, agencies, and media companies 
to provide insights and best practices from senior 
marketing leaders on holistic, channel neutral approaches 
to media .  The group shared how media was helping to 
elevate brands in imaginative ways, forge tighter bonds 
with customers, and drive results .

All photo identifications from left:

1  Michael Oddi, KSL Media and Liam Moran, Active 
International

2  Pat LaPointe, MarketShare; Jon Suarez-Davis, The 
Kellogg Company; Kristin Sullilvan Stoesser, Rentrak

3  Jayme Frieder and Jed Savage of Collective
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but just 30 minutes from auckland and 
nestled into the heart of waiheke island 
is a meeting point that after just a few 
months has become not only the talk 
of the town and country, but a place on 
the lips of a certain cognoscenti that 
know no bounds.  

welcome to a weekend at the Oyster 
Inn, where it feels like 1976, but with 
way better lighting, food and design.

a 25 minute ferry ride from downtown 
auckland but a world away, waiheke 
has recently been launched into the 
to-do list of the global jetset with the 
opening of the oyster inn, a cute little 
boutique project by the london and 
Hong Kong duo of Jonathan rutherfurd 
best and andrew Glenn.  

three perfect rooms, a well curated 
shop, private entertainment room and 
gorgeous verandah anchored restaurant 
have raised the bar of sophistication on 
the island, which has long been known 
as a kind of new world bohemian 
stomping ground.  

Waiheke is less pretentious than 
australia’s byron bay and milder than 
Montauk. it has better wine than 
Plettenburg bay, is more lush than 
Punta del Este and has chillaxin down 
like formentera, but was missing a bit 
on the food scene, with locations that 
were dominated by formal dining at 
the islands vineyards and a dearth of 
sophisticated fare in the island’s tiny 
one street villages.

with simple menus and wholesome 
fare, a focus on fun entertainment 
and personalized customer service, 
along with an airy, sophistobeach vibe, 
the oyster inn is the type of place 
one could imagine settling in to write 

that long anticipated novel — only to 
discover a week later that you haven’t 
started because you’ve been drinking 
Man o’ war chardonnay and staring at 
the sunlight dappled Hauraki Bay and 
distant Coromandel peninsula.

rooms here feature plenty of space 
with giant fluffy towels and beds 
from which you might never emerge, 
aesop toiletries and ready-to-go 
beach kits with towels of the widely 
striped variety.  breakfast is baked 
bacon and egg pie and home-made 
granola, sunset is a flight of wine 
from waiheke vineyards with properly 
selected glasses and a friendly staff 
smile pointing out the local landmarks 
from the terrace. during the buzzy 
evenings, it is the type of place where 
an open dior dress shirt goes perfectly 
with your orlebar brown shorts and 
Havaianas.

around the magnificently clean island 
you’ll enjoy sparkling hilltop views and 
pristine perfect beaches, abundant 
fishing and over thirty magnificent 
vineyards. there’s not much to do here 
but relax and soak in the quality of life 
— a kind of slow-rolling paradise with 
a warming aftertaste of the past.

the osyter inn, (and waiheke in 
general) is a legend in the making 
along the likes of la Huella... and 
as it becomes ‘discovered’  will be a 
source for many perfect postcards 
from the future.

 
Stan Stalnaker is the founder and creative director of 
Hub Culture, a real network merging the virtual and 
physical. Hub Pavilions are opening worldwide with 
workspace, online collaboration tools and support 
services for Hub members. He can be contacted at 
stan.stalnaker@hubculture.com

Paradise in Motion at the Oyster Inn, Waiheke
Remember those idyllic sunlit postcards from the 70s, where hazy images of sailing boats float 
in crystal seas and blue skies overlook pristine, vacant beaches? Postcards from little towns with 
more charm than sense, where the vibe meant everyone knew your name at the ferry pier and 
being a local actually meant something?  Long since overrun and discovered, such visions often 
seem long lost in the modern world. 

The Oyster Inn, 
124 Ocean View Road, 
Oneroa, Waiheke Island 1081 
New Zealand   
+ 64 9372 2222

t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l i s t48
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World business. In one place.

Reach our elusive audience of the world’s most 
powerful business executives in the Financial Times 
and on FT.com. Visit www.ft.com/advertising, email 
adsales@ft.com or call (917) 551-5040.
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